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Fronix Innovation LLP / Queue Management System

Fronix FCK15-2019
Fronix is an EQS that empowers organization to optimize their
business while driving revenues and increasing productivity.
and establishes an instant connect with the customer to
seamlessly deliver an immersive Customer Experience. The
process of strategically managing the customer journey and
customer experience within your organization can be done
seamlessly with our different solutions tailor-made for the
customer
Ranging from Fronix FCK15-2019 on Mobile which acts as a
Virtual Queuing System provide customers with ticket queues
on queue management system mobile app.
Fronix FCK15-2019 over Web is a sophisticated web based
online appointment booking module which helps in Digital
Queuing.
Fronix FCK15-2019 within Branch is our most intelligent,
advanced and powerful Queuing Machine or token machine
that initiates customer’s journey in the retail branch.


Model as per Buyers Requirement available



Reduce waiting times accurately

Generic
Type Of Information Kiosk

Processor Based

Type Of Enclosure

Mild Steel

Thickness of Enclosure (mm)

1.6

Chassis

Screw less

Mounting

Wall Mount

Configuration
Processor Make

Intel

Processor Configuration

Dual Core or higher

Processor Speed (GHz)

2.2

Operating System (Pre-loaded)

Window 10

Memory (GB)

4

Storage/HDD (GB)

500

Display
Display Size (inches)

15.6



Integrates with different platforms

Display Type

Color LED touch Screen



Analysis & customer journey mapping

Touch Type

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)



Increase staff
dashboards

Antiglare & Overlay Tempered vandal
resistant glass thickness (mm)

6.1

Screen Resolution (pixels)

1920 x 1080



Enables you to engage waiting customers with
digital signage

Brightness (Nits)

450

efficiency using

reports

and

Ports

2

USB Port 2,0

4

USB 3 or Higher

2

VGA Port

Yes

Fronix Innovation LLP / Barcode Reader

Fronix LS 450 Laser Barcode
Scanner, Handheld 1 D USB
Wired Barcode Reader Optical
Laser High Speed for POS
System Supermarket


Compatible with Windows, Mac and Linux OS.



Fast and accurate scanning.



Manual trigger and automatic scanning mode.



Strong decoding ability.



Standard 2M straight cable.



ABS + PC body for additional durability.



100 times per second decoding speed.

32-BIT UPGRADED CPU
Designed to achieve perfect in terms of faster scanning and
higher precision than other similar products. Reaches up to 100
scans per second.
WIDE SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY
It can work seamlessly on Windows, Mac or Linux OS to
seamlessly scan and upload barcodes to Word, Excel or other
software application.
ANTI-SHOCK AND DURABLE
Made using pristine quality ABS + PC body to let you ensure
that a little rough and tough use will not hinder your tasks.
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Fronix Innovation LLP / Volumetric weighing scale

Fronix FVWM60 volumetric weight
scale
The system can automatically capture the ID, dimension and
weight of virtually any product or parcel. Incredibly, the cost of

Type of DWS Machine

Dynamic

Rated Load/ Capacity (kg)

60

Resolution (gms)

20

Weighing Accuracy

±10 g

Material of Platform

SS

Pan/ Platform Shape

Square

Display

LED

Display should show weight and
dimensions both on the screen

Yes

Maximum Measurement Time in second

3 sec

Connectivity to Computer

Yes

Connectivity module

USB

Number of USB ports

1

Data communication port

1 RS232

Number of Ethernet ports

1

this dimensional weight (dimensioning) system is almost 70 %
lower than the solutions offered by competitors. Thanks to such
reasonable pricing, even small and middle-sized companies are
now able to take their inbound and outbound logistics to new
heights. Use of the system also improves delivery accuracy and
reduces freight costs.

Efficiency and savings for the logistics
This innovation is especially useful for 3PL: s (third party logistics),
wholesale and online businesses, distribution centers and dispatch
functions. Within these areas, companies deal with steady flows of
new products, whose product data is rarely precise. However, once
exact product data becomes available, it is possible to use the right
size packaging, which significantly reduces packaging costs and
transportation charges. Besides being a considerable expense, oversized boxes are also bad for the company image and customer
satisfaction.
The dimensional (volumetric) weighing scale also helps with quality
assurance in the dispatch phase. As weighing accuracy is five grams,
it is possible to ensure that the weights tally with the list of collection.
Dimensional weight and volumetric weight
Dimensional weight, also known as volumetric weight, is
a pricing technique for commercial freight transport (including courier
and postal services), which uses an estimated weight that is
calculated from the length, width and height of a package.
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Article weight and Dimensions measured Yes
by the equipment should be automatically
transferable to the computer
Power Requirement

mains operated

Power supply

230 V, 50 Hz, Single
Phase

DC Operating voltage in Volts

12

Availability of conveyor paired with the
platform

No

Fronix Innovation LLP / Air purifier

Fronix E-F1 Air Purifier
Takes in air from the sides and bottom, releases pure air from the
top at an angle appropriate to ensure optimum air circulation. An
award winning design, developed keeping in mind Fronix User
Experience principles, the home air purifier offers a seamless
product experience that is completely DIY in terms of installation,
usage & filter replacement. No sharp edges, an anti-fall design
with zero exposure to filters ensures that there is no risk to your
children if they happen to touch the home air purifier.

Color: Black, Silver, Golden
* DC Input:12V /1000mA
* USB Output: 5V 1000mA
* Rated Power: <8W
* Negative Ion Release: 3×10^6 PCS/cm3
* Noise: <38dB
* Space: <10m3
* Working Temperature: -10°C ~ 45°C
* Fan: Spiral fan
* Material: Aluminum alloy + ABS
* Dimensions: Height 167mm, diameter 68mm








Three stage advanced filtration system that removes
pollutants with more than 99% efficiency
Washable pre-filter that removes larger dust particles, pet
hair/dander, soil etc.
Combined filter with High-efficiency HEPA and activated
carbon filter that removes any microscopic pollutant and
allergens above 0.3 microns including PM2.5 and pollens
It also removes formaldehyde, toxic gases, VOCs & odors
Completely ‘Ozone Free’ Air Purifier. Does not emit any
harmful gases as a byproduct of the filtration technology
Approximately 3000 hours of filter life, basis the ambient
pollution can work for a year if used for 8 hours’ daily
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